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Development Patch Release Notes 2.7.0.7 

Bug 

BEV-3853 DoPrintExtendedDescription key note was duplicated 

It was reported that on Employee Details(without presence) report the booking remark was shown two times, 

although DoPrintExtendedDescription was adden only once. This has been corrected.. 

BEV-3999 Displaying a voucher with a negative remaining amount caused a ModificationException 

It was reported in version 2.6.5.14 that under special circumstances it could happen that there were Coupons with 

negative remaining amounts in the system. This has been corrected 

BEV-3908 When an offer is set as "online bookable" it is ensured, that the offer numbering is set to be unique. 

When an offer is set as "online bookable" through the "online category", it is ensured, that unique offer numbering is 

enforced. 

SystemParameter: ch.corix.w4y.bo.booking.Offer.doEnforceUniqueOfferNumber 

BEV-3886 Schedule creation problems resolved. 

Two problems with schedule creation have been fixed. 

 

1. It was not possible to add already existing formatter profiles. 

 

2.Copy & paste copied also the special id, which is wrong because this attribute is used by the system to identify 

special schedules.. 

BEV-3869 In the Search and Book Dialog bookings were created without reference numbers 

To set a reference number it was enough to open the booking dialog and close it with the ok button. 

The guest booking table now is refreshed after the first guest has been added. 

BEV-3867 Articles are now properly considered in correction of invoice 

As part of BEV-2433 a document cancellation created a new article sale instance for the existing article sale. 

ArticleSalePosition.changeArticleSaleToCancelled(). 

 

During the invoice correction, the article positions of the article sale are checked to see if the article sale is billed. 

Before BEV-2433 only the original article sale existed and returned the positions of both the original invoice and the 

newly created credit memo. Now only the credit memo positions are considered. 

ArticleSale.isBilled has no meaning with several article sales for the same sale. 

BEV-3861 BellaVita is now compatible with Windows 2012 server 

Due to an incompatible dll in the Jet runtime the bv.exe crashed when started on a Windows 2012 Server. 

This has been fixed through a new compiler version. 

The default workstation directory has been changed from 

"%allusersprofle%/Application Data/bellavita" 

to 

"%allusersprofle%/bellavita" 

BEV-3857 Duplicated prices in Consumed bookings report 

Price duplication of one offer on 'Anzahl buchungen per gast report'however it was consumed only one time.   

version 2.6.5.7 

 

In the test environments (2.7.0.5;2.7.1.;2.7.2) it didn't show anything on the report.  No filters can be chosen.  

Please find attached error log from our side. 

The report and screenshots from customer. 
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BEV-3745 Posting rounding amount can't be blocked anymore / Package compensation to be checked again. 

When payment method package is set to 'not export', the package posting document for the roundind amount is still 

exported. This can result in posting errors (with the IFC). 

BEV-3848 TEMP_% index was dropped during upgrade 

When upgrading a system, the {{ant index.drop}} dropped all index entries, even those which were created for the 

table {{TEMP_INVOICE}} and similar tables. 

 

The tables are created when the based-on report is created. This report handling now also adds the indices back to 

the table at this time. 

BEV-3847 System Parameter Descriptions were not displayed. 

The descriptions were left empty. 

BEV-3838 Mailing list/ turnover relevant filters did not work 

When using filters for the mailing list, no data was shown, although guest/records should have been presented as 

result of the  selected filters. 

Other filters worked fine. 

BEV-3796 HTNG No post warning on wrong pop up order. 

This issue duplicates:   

Major Open BEV-2924 Status "no posting" in in Opera should get considered properly in BV 

BEV-3930 The guest panel confirmation letter printout was empty. 

Print button in Guest Panels didn't work properly. 

The resulting confirmation letter was empty. 

This has now been fixed. 

BEV-3549 Articles Sales were not correctly calculated on the article turnover report 

Articles Sales were not correctly calculated on the article turnover report 

BEV-3818 After a time of malfunctioning, the Tool Bar "Save" icon now is enabled properly after modifications 

After a modification of a persistent object, the tool bar "save" icon should be enabled. 

This stopped working. 

 

1. When the save button is disabled, the user may get the idea, that the object instance has not been modified. 

2. The "save" menu entry of the file menu is not disabled. 

3. Sometimes the object violation is not displayed on the tab where the modification is made. Example: Offer. (This 

fooled me). 

4. When a new instance is selected in a tree (master data), the current instance is saved automatically disregarding 

the state of the save button. 

 

Summary: 

Inconsistent states could be stored without the user being aware of it. 

This has now been fixed. 

BEV-3835 Somtimes after confirming a treatment change, the original treatment fields were still shown 

If you changed a treatment, and clicked OK to confirm the changes, then sometimes the original treatment fields 

were still shown. 

This has now been fixed. 
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Development Patch Release Notes 2.7.0.7 

Improvement 

BEV-3687 Searching of bookings by reservation reference number and reference number 

It is now possible to search bookings by both reference number reservation reference number. 

The reservation reference identifies a reservation with possible several bookings, e.g. an online booking reservation. 

BEV-3870 Multiple line employee absence description 

The employee absence description has been extended from a single line to a multiple line text area.. 

BEV-3808 It is now possible to print only one invoice at the time of settlement and no copy. 

The number of copies is configurable for Payment Methods. Its value can be 1, 2 or 3. If it is set to 1 it is only 

printed once (there is no copy). In other cases it is printed twice or third times. 

BEV-3992 The scheduled task "BillBookings" now handles manually billed bookings properly. 

Manually billed bookings could interrupt the task execution 

BEV-2832 The article search dialog has been completely integrated into the invoice dialog. 

It is now possible to  

1. search by article number 

2. add several articles to the invoice without leaving the article search dialog. 

BEV-1076 The guest history tab now displays the price of items as the price applied, and not the standard price. 

If a Tip is added to the bill for the amount of 10 EUR - on guest profile/history tab it now displayed correctly as 

10.00 EUR and not as 0 EUR as of the Master Data price. 

BEV-3872 Mailing list filter has been extended 

The mailing list filter has been extended with member contract (time interval-since when the guest has member 

contract) 

BEV-3871 Also multiple offers can be booked online 

Example: 

"1 h Aerobics" is scheduled for 2013-11-04 and 2013-11-11 with max 10 guests at the time. 

Description = "Enjoy 1 h Aerobics in a group of max 10 persons." 

 

Each occurrence of the multiple offer is booked and billed separately. 

BEV-3878 Employee Commision list now shows only employees with positive amount 

The employees with zero turnover amount ave been removed from the Employee Commission list 

BEV-3991 The booking dialog now displays also guest remarks. 

Guest remarks may be of importance for the therapist. 

Guest remarks my be created also by the guest himself, through the online booking web interface. 

Unfortunately these online remarks cannot be modified later on by the guest.. 
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BEV-3836 Licence Concept: Introduction of free facilities 

The BellaVita licence evaluates the number of fullworthy facilites. 

See http://bellavitadistr.microsdc.com/wiki/doku.php?id=bev:config:licence 

 

Unfortunately some tools (like "hot stones" used for massages) are counted as fullworthy. 

Is is now possible to classify a facility as secondary if it is only used in combination with another facility for any 

offer. 

 

As the facility count is affected by the offer skills, the facility count is now displayed not only in the licence dialog, 

but also in the facility - and the offer master data panels. 

The marking of facilities as free should is done by the system and must be accompanied by a information dialog. 

 

The facility panel displays the marking as free and displays the reason for the marking. 

1. Secondary facility 

2. Not used with Employee skill 

 

As part of this issue, configuration modifications resulting in exceeding the number of licenced facilities arerejected. 

 

Wiki section: 

http://bellavitadistr.microsdc.com/wiki/doku.php?id=bev:config:licence#runtime_check 

Sub-task 

BEV-3889 Package distribution now handles also "multiple offers" correctly 

Consequently multiple offers were not usable for packages. 

BEV-3716 Error Handling of document exports has been improved. 

Sometimes the document instance which couldn't be exported, were not marked in the export journal, which made 

later re-export rather time-.consuming. 

Task 

BEV-2848 BellaVita now supports also the Finnish language. 

As usual, not translated items are shown in English. 
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     Find out more about what 
 

     MICROS-Fidelio can do for you 
 

     For more information about Suite8 
 

     please contact us at sales-eu@micros.com. 

 

     About MICROS-Fidelio 
 

     Serving the hospitality and speciality retail industries, we are the 
 

     world's leading developer of enterprise applications. Our  global 
  

     presence  and  local  support  have  helped  us  build  a long list 
 

     of references -  hotels,  restaurants,  conference centres,  retail, 
  

     stadiums, theme parks, casinos and cruise ships. We  maintain  
 

     an intense dialogue with colleagues throughout these industries.  
 

     The result is a wide range of integrated software,  hardware and  
 

     business technology solutions and services. These help to optimise  
 

     your operation and increase profits by providing your guests with  
 

     a personalised service. 

 
     MICROS-FIDELIO GmbH 
 
     Europadamm 2-6 
     41460 Neuss 
     Germany 
     Phone:   +49-(0)2131-137 0 
     Fax:       +49-(0)2131-137 777 
 

     www.micros-fidelio.eu 

micros® and micros-fidelio® are registered trademarks of MICROS Systems, Inc. Certain product and company names appearing here may be the 
trademarks or service marks owned and/or registered by third parties. All other product and brand names are the property of their respective owners. 
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